S.O.S.
Reasons to Save the St. Simons Surf Sailors
Objective:
To inform the residents and public officials of the value that the St Simons Surf Sailors have
to the community at the specific location where we are now.

I.

The Coast Guard Beach is the location for ocean side water sports on St Simons
1. The St Simons Surf Sailors facility has been the primary hub for wind and water
sports at East Beach since its inception
2. We maintain the facility, for members and guests, at no expense to the county
3. Included in the access to ocean sports are the sea scouts, high school sailing teams
(currently coached by our vice commodore), and sailing instruction
4. Several members of the high school sailing teams are members of the St. Simons Surf
Sailors
5. Generations of families are and have been members since 1972
6. We are an established organization with over 45 years facilitating watersports

II.

We are an iconic image very few other communities have
1. We have been at the current location for over 30 years
2. We interact with locals and tourist year round exchanging photos and sailing
experiences and are consistently on the beach with sails raised engaged with locals
and tourists
3. To lose this image of what makes the St Simons beach so unique and special would be
a detriment to all, the community and tourists alike

III.

The proposed plan is unsustainable and impractical
1. The proposed plans do not provide adequate space for the full time members, short
and long term guests and a possible rental fleet.
2. In order for us to manage the facility and support future growth, we need to
maintain the amount of secured space we have
3. The proposed plan for offsite storage and having to trailer the boats to the beach
would not be practical. This would ultimately eliminate sailing as we know it on the
St Simons beach
4. If these plans are implemented and without the boats on the beach, all residents and
tourists would lose a special component of st simons that has become an iconic
image of our collective memory

